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Aims
To analyse alternative approaches to recommendations regarding ecigarette for smoking cessation

Recommendation 1
We do not know how harmful e-cigarettes are, or whether they help
with stopping smoking so they are not currently recommended

Recommendation 2
E-cigarettes are almost certainly far less harmful then smoking but we
do not have strong evidence on how effective they are in helping you
stop smoking so you are recommended only to use them if you are sure
that there is no other way of stopping for you

Recommendation 3
E-cigarettes are almost certainly far less harmful then smoking.
They are popular and many smokers appear to be able to switch to
them without difficulty.
Have a go at switching straight away.
If that doesn’t work try to stop smoking using one of the more
established methods.
If you can switch then you should consider quitting e-cigarette use
later.
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• Nicotine ingestion at doses obtained from cigarettes and e-cigarettes
carries a very low risk of serious harm doi: 10.1080/08870446.2017.1325890
• The short-term physiological and clinical effects of inhaling e-cigarette
vapour suggest that there may be long-term harmful effects but far
less than from smoking McNeill, Public Health England 6 (2018)
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• Smokers in England who used an e-cigarette in their most recent quit
attempt were almost twice as likely to still be abstinent a few weeks or
months later than those who did not, with and without adjusting for a
range of smoker characteristics doi: 10.1111/add.12623
• In England, quarterly changes in the prevalence of use of e-cigarettes since
2011 have been positively associated with changes in population rates of
quitting smoking after adjusting for a range of other events that influences
quit rates doi: 10.1136/bmj.i4645

Standardised e-cigarette use and quitting

Unpublished data from Smoking Toolkit Study

Prevalence of e-cigarette use as input variable
Quit attempts

Prevalence of current ecigarette use
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Mean CPD

95% CI

P value

% change per 95% CI
1% change in
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use in quit attempts remains low at less than 10% of quit attempts,
with the exception NRT bought over the counter and e-cigarettes doi:
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• The quit attempt rate in England is 30-40% and showing no signs of
increasing doi: 10.1136/tobaccocontrol-2017-053662
• The increase in popularity of e-cigarettes appears to have little or no
effect on use of stop-smoking services but has been associated with a
reduction in prescription NRT use, albeit from a low level doi:
10.1136/bmj.i4645

Prevalence of e-cigarette use and use of aids to
cessation

doi: 10.1136/bmj.i4645

If smokers followed Recommendation 1
• Smokers would not use e-cigarettes and an estimated 50,000 per year
would continue smoking who would have stopped under current
conditions

If smokers followed Recommendation 2
• Smokers would only use e-cigarettes as a last resort, once they were
convinced that there was no other way of stopping. Since uptake of
these other methods remains low, this would probably reduce the use
of e-cigarettes from current levels without increasing the use of other
methods

If smokers followed Recommendation 3
• The proportion of smokers attempting to stop smoking would
increase substantially and the population level success rate would
increase by a factor of nearly two
• There would be little or reduction in the rate at which smokers used
other evidence-based methods and if stop-smoking services were ‘ecigarette’ friendly it may increase their use

Conclusions
• Under an expected utility model, Recommendation 3 appears to offer
the best prospects for increasing population smoking cessation rates
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• It would be counterproductive relative to the current situation if:
• Trying to switch to an e-cigarette reduced the likelihood of stopping smoking
despite current evidence to the contrary
• E-cigarettes turned out to be much more harmful than current evidence
indicates
• Increased use of e-cigarettes was more than offset by reduction in use of
stop-smoking services, despite evidence to the contrary

